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New National Restrictions
from 5th November Important
Notice
for
Parents
On Wednesday 4th, the Department for Education
published guidance on what the new national
restrictions mean for schools and colleges. The full
guidance can be found here

buttons in different places and so if students
borrow a calculator they may get confused trying
to find the correct button/function.
Ann Marie Mulkerins - Headteacher

THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK

The most significant change for schools is that no
after school clubs can take place unless they are
providing childcare.
This means that from
th
Monday, 9 November no extra- curricular clubs
can take place until the national restrictions are
lifted.
The guidance has also made it clear that there
should be no visitors to the school, so for the
foreseeable future all parental contact must be
done by phone.
As part of the new guidance it is also vital that
students go straight home after school, they
Robert Laurence Binyon was an English poet,
should not be congregating in groups after school. dramatist and art scholar. Moved by the
Thank you for your ongoing support.
casualties of the British Expeditionary Force in
1914, Binyon wrote his most famous work "For
Mock Examinations
the Fallen", which is often recited
I would like to congratulate Year 13 students for at Remembrance Sunday services in the UK,
making such a positive start to their mock Australia, New Zealand and Canada. In 1915,
examinations. It is evident that the vast majority he volunteered as a hospital orderly in France
of students have prepared exceptionally well for and afterwards worked in England, helping to
take care of the wounded of the Battle of
them.
Year 11 students will be sitting their mock Verdun. He wrote about these experiences
examinations from 16th November to 27th in For Dauntless France. After the war, he
November. Contained within this newsletter are continued his career at the British Museum,
writing numerous books on art.
some proven strategies to support revision. Please
take time to read them and support your child
In line with the latest Covid-19 rules, the
with planning their revision time at home. It is
annual Remembrance Sunday March Past the
really important for students to come fully
Cenotaph, which usually sees up to 10,000
equipped for their examinations. Borrowing people take part, has been cancelled. Instead,
equipment wastes time and is a source of the Royal British Legion is encouraging people
distraction during the exam for others. This is to mark the day at home by watching the
particularly important with items such as a service on TV and observing the two minute
calculator, as they are all slightly different, with silence at home or on their doorsteps.

Sixth Form
The Sixth Form has been growing over the last
6 years and currently has over 300 students in
Year 12 and 13. A large number of students
attained the very top grades resulting in many
gaining places in the most competitive Russell
group universities. Over the last few years we
have broadened our subject offer and have also seen great success in our BTEC results.
Ruby, who achieved A*A*A* at A Level said "The Sixth Form has allowed me to excel academically as well as in
terms of personal development. From national competitions to volunteering trips abroad, the countless extracurricular opportunities offered there really expanded my passion and ambitions, and opened many doors for
my future beyond A Levels."
Preparations are in full flow ready to welcome our current Year 11s into the Sixth Form in September 2021. The
school’s dedicated staff provide a wide range of A Level and BTEC courses ensuring there is something available
to suit all interests. Teachers have been delivering daily academic subjects talks during Personal
Development Time so that students have a greater insight into what their two years of studying at The
Compton
Sixth Form will look like and help to inform their choices.
The UCAS process for Year 13 students is now fully underway. Twelve of our students who have been
supported through our Aiming High programme have submitted their early entry university applications for
Oxbridge and Medicine. Both the Year 12 and Year 13 students are working incredibly hard and we look
forward to starting the same journey with you.

There will be a range of resources, including an interactive course guide, prospectus and videos, for parents
and students to explore during our Virtual Open Event on Thursday November 12 th through our school
website at http://www.thecompton.org.uk
Applications for the Sixth Form will open online on Friday, 13 th November.
The deadline to apply is Monday, 14th December.
We look forward to seeing you soon.
The Sixth Form Team

Department for Education coronavirus (COVID-19) helpline – opening hours
The Department for Education coronavirus (COVID-19) helpline is available to answer questions about
coronavirus (COVID-19) relating to education settings and children’s social care.
Please listen carefully to all of the available options before selecting the most appropriate option for your
nursery, school, college or university.
Please select option 1 or 2 if you require specific advice on the action to take to respond to a positive case of
coronavirus (COVID-19) in your setting. This option will take you through to a dedicated team of NHS Business
Services Authority advisors who will work through a risk assessment with you to identify close contacts and will
inform you what action is needed based on the latest public health advice.

Please select option 3 or 4 for any other questions about coronavirus (COVID-19) relating to education settings and children’s social
care.
Phone: 0800 046 8687
Opening hours: Monday to Friday from 8am to 6pm

Spotlight on…Revision Techniques
With both Year 13 and Year 11 students sitting mock examinations
over the next few weeks, the Teaching and Learning Team wanted
to share some key revision strategies and advice to help support
students in their exam practice and preparation time at home. We
know how daunting revision can sometimes feel but it can be a
very valuable and rewarding process, if done well.
It can be tempting for students to spend a long time making fancy
flashcards and pretty diagrams – this is not always effective use of
revision time. Instead, students should follow the guidance below
to ensure that they maximise the impact of their exam preparation
time at home. Students have been introduced to these concepts by
their teachers and form tutors in school.
Planning for Revision – Spacing and the Science of Memory
Just like at school, having a timetable for revision time is recommended as it helps students revise in a targeted
and strategic way. Using the exam timetable, ensure that adequate slots are dedicated to each subject; exams
that are scheduled earlier in the timetable should naturally be tackled first.
However, the key to effective revision is to start early and spread it out – this is called spacing. To commit
something to memory takes time – actors don’t attempt to learn all of their lines in the night before a
performance – therefore, spreading out the revision of one subject in shorter chunks over several days allows
time in-between to ‘forget’ and then ‘re-learn’ the material; this technique has been proven to be one of the
most robust in the field of educational science and memory.
Moreover, plan ahead for time to be as productive as possible by avoiding distractions, like mobile phones and
televisions, and planning slots around meal times.
Students should also spend some time considering how they like to learn; everyone learns in different ways.
Some like visual diagrams and charts; others like to listen to instructions: revision is a hugely personal topic and
it is worth testing out a few methods to see what suits the individual learners the best.

Revision Strategies
Past Papers/Tests
Leading researchers suggest that self-testing and attempting past papers is the most effective way to improve
students’ ability to recall information. Taking practice tests FIRST also allows students to identify gaps in their
own knowledge so that they can revise in a more strategic way. Students should ensure that they know their
examination board for each subject (there are several used within the school) and have adequate materials to
be able to self-test using actual past papers. Students could also quiz themselves after a revision session to see
what they can remember.
Techniques for Organising and Remembering Content
After students have self-tested and identified gaps in their understanding, they should then revisit the subject
content to address the gaps in understanding. There are several tried and tested techniques that students can
use to synthesise and them remember large chunks of information:

Mind Maps: Mind-mapping is
a method for storing, organising, prioritising and reviewing
information. It presents an
overview and a summary of
information
that
often
combines words and pictures
together. A central theme
needs to be located in the
middle of the page (birthday);
from the central theme,
associations then radiate out
(party, gifts, location etc.),
then second level associations,
third level and so on. When
associations
are
created,
connections are made; connections are essential for learning and remembering. Some psychologists argue that
connections should be made with curved lines, rather than straight, as the brain likes curved lines. Students
should also be careful not to overload their mind-maps with associations as this can feel overwhelming. Colourcoding can also be helpful for remembering key concepts: research shows that people who use colour and
images in their imagination, when they are learning, are better in remembering than those who don’t.
Knowledge Organisers: Knowledge organisers are a simple tool that provides clarity for both students and
teachers. A successful knowledge organiser summarises and condenses all the most vital information and
powerful knowledge about a topic or sub-topic on a single page. These can look different in every subject area;
some example templates can be seen here:
History Knowledge Organiser –
Nazi Germany

Geography Knowledge Organiser

Flashcards: Flashcards are sets of small, double-sided cards used to learn and revise details, keywords and
vocabulary. They are useful for learning the relationship between two pieces of information. Students write a
question or key term on the front and then the answer or definition on the back. The most effective way to use
flashcards is actively – flashcards should be used to test knowledge, not just as a way to condense notes
further. Rereading notes is a
passive activity and not the most
economical use of revision time.
Equally, students don’t want to
overload their brains with wordy
answers and should remember this
simple rule: one idea, one flashcard.
Take it to the next level by
combining words and pictures.
The Pictorial Superiority Effect (PSE) explains that our brains find it easier to recognise and recall visual
inputs – pictures are easier to remember than words. John Medina, memory expert, explains that text is pretty
inefficient as words are actually viewed by our brains as lots of tiny little images that it has to process to find
meaning. This takes time so pictures beat text – especially in the revision world. Medina discovered in his
research that, after three days, someone is likely to remember around 10% of information they read. If an
image is added to text this figure increases and 65% of information is remembered!
Some ideas for images that could be added to flashcards:
· Authors and people – draw a simple portrait or stick figure
· Places – a quick map
· Dates and sequences of events – a timeline
· Process or system – a flowchart.
These pictures should not be works of art – quick and simple sketches are great.
Podcasts: Seneca offers free online podcasting materials for GCSE and A Level students. Spotify also hosts a
wide range of revision podcasts for students to listen to on the move.
Revision Website and Online Learning Platforms: Each department will signpost for students where to find a
range of online resources for revision. The school’s Firefly page (every student has a login) has a range of
revision materials for every subject: English and the Humanities subjects use this platform. Students have
access to Seneca which has revision materials for every subject area. The Oak National Academy also has full
lessons and resources for students to explore across the curriculum. Students can also use MyMaths and
Mathswatch at home.
Revising Together/Teaching Others
The ‘Protégé Effect’ is a proven scientific technique that has been shown to improve memory and recall. After
students have learned something, they should attempt to teach someone else. Teaching others forces you to
reorganise understanding in a clear and structured way. Students could use social media in a positive way at
home – be careful not to allow distractions!
Emily Walker-Nolan, Assistant Headteacher

Students
‘Excellence for All’
Extracurricular Activities at The Compton School
New guidance was announced on Wednesday evening
which stated "all other out of school activities...should close for
face-to-face provision for the duration of the national
restrictions". Unfortunately, this means that we will not be
running after school clubs for the next 4 weeks.
These will re-start on 2nd December (unless otherwise stated
by government guidelines).
However, the LRC will remain open for all students and
KS4/5 Exam Intervention sessions can continue to
run as these are not 'extra' but are necessary to support the
gaps in learning due to the first lockdown.

PE News
Well done to the Year 10 boys GCSE classes
who went head to head last Friday. Miss
Munoz' class won 6-2 against Mr Merritt's
class.
Man of the match was Yousoff and Ben.

Miss Munoz' class were again on top when the
netball match ended 21-5. Better luck next time
Mr Merritt. The Women of the matches were
Lianne and Alike.
Well done to everyone involved.

Artist Of The Week

Golzar Abbey
(KS3 Textiles) has been
producing some amazing
work in textiles.

Lucy Dickson
(KS4 Photography) has
been producing some fantastic photos and analysis .

Accelerated Reader
As you know we promote reading at The Compton School,
through the use of a programme called Accelerated Reader.
If you do not have or have lost your log in details please
contact linda.oakley@thecompton.org.uk , this will enable you to support your child and track their progress. Well done to
our “Word Millionaires”. The ability to read and comprehend is such a vital skill for all students. There is a wealth of
research that links reading ability to life chances.

Road Safety
For the safety of all, if you are driving your child to school,
please can you avoid parking in the immediate vicinity. It is
absolutely vital from a healthy and safety point of view,
that you do not stop on the mini roundabout to drop your
child off, as this creates real danger for your child, other
children and other drivers.

LRC NEWS
Manga, the Japanese comic books, have proved to be very popular with our
students. To reflect this interest, we have produced manga bookmarks and used
them as incentives in the Accelerated Reader scheme. If a student quizzes and gets
100% they can choose a bookmark prize!
Yesterday, we displayed our new manga designs and invited students to choose
their favourites. There was a lot of excitement as they spotted the characters they
love.
Remembrance Day
Villain comp
In the week leading
up to Remembrance
Day, students took
time to write
thoughtful tributes in
the LRC.

The winners of last month’s Evil Villains
competition were Sabah, Jessica and Zanib,
all in Year 7, who each won a small prize for
their knowledge of literary baddies such as
Miss Root from The Demon Dentist.

KEYDATES
Nov
12:
23:
25:

6th Form OPEN EVENING (virtual)
INSET DAY - STAFF ONLY
Y9 PARENTS EVENING

